
Project Description:
The new owners of a 1960s home saw potential in a back yard with a stately oak tree and two 
mature redwood trees. They sought discrete but integrated outdoor “rooms” for cooking, relaxing 
and entertaining.  Their wish list included an outdoor kitchen for both cooking and cleanup, a 
shaded dining area large enough to seat ten, a lounge area with fire table, screening trees to 
achieve privacy from the neighbors and mood lighting throughout. Finally, a modest sitting area to 
enjoy while protected from the rain was a nostalgic wish from the wife, who hails from the East 
coast.
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Before:

• The back yard, with its mature oak and redwood trees, had potential when the 
homeowners purchased the home.

• When the home was advertised on the real estate market, as this photo shows, the dirt 
was simply covered with two shades of mulch.



After: An outdoor space with several seating areas, each with its own purpose: a dining table 
with seating for ten under a pergola, a sunken outdoor lounge area with custom fire pit, a 
rustic “teahouse”, and a hexagonal wooden bench around the trunk of the oak tree.



Before:

• The concrete patio lacked shade and visual appeal.

• Preparing meals outdoors was limited to a lonely gas grill.



After:

• A stucco finish matches the home’s exterior while leathered quartzite countertops complement the 
colors in the travertine patio. 

• The shade sail in “desert sand” provides architectural interest and light shade for the cook. One point 
of the triangle is affixed to a post, which conceals the sink’s vent pipe and doubles as a light source.



After: 

• The new outdoor kitchen features a functional island with a BBQ grill and side burner, sink and 
refrigerator. 

• Although many granite countertops can withstand the elements, the particular slab the client fell in 
love with had crystals that could potentially crack under certain temperature changes, so we 
substituted quartzite, a denser stone with similar colors.

• The shade sail is attached via eye hooks, so the homeowner can remove it for easy cleaning, or to 
allow for more sunlight during the winter months.



Before:

• Smaller shrubs lined the fence without providing any privacy, while the rest of the back 
yard was covered with mulch.



After: 

• Three levels of hardscape surfaces make the back yard feel more expansive and define each 
outdoor “room”, yet they flow together seamlessly. 

• The pergola is outfitted with low voltage LED lighting and two radiant heaters, so dining 
outdoors can continue comfortably even after the sun goes down.



Before: 

This forgotten corner cried out for something special.



After: 

• The leathered quartzite fire table top complements the colors in the travertine stone patio. 
150,000 BTUs keeps the homeowners and their guests warm.

• Lightweight pre-cast concrete planters contain the bamboo, preventing it from spreading into 
unwanted areas.



After:

• A flagstone path and flat boulder “step” lead to an informal “teahouse” with a 
raised redwood deck and canvas canopy roof, satisfying the homeowner’s desire 
for a sheltered place to sit during light rain. 

• Hidden behind the raised redwood deck of the teahouse is a convenience outlet 
affixed to a short pressure-treated post, so the homeowners can charge their 
laptops and other devices to work, catch up on Facebook, or watch a movie.



After:

Light sources throughout provide ambient and functional lighting, including: 

• wall lights on the pergola and shade sail post

• fixtures to illuminate the paths and lights embedded in all steps for safety

• fixtures to highlight the bamboo and other plantings, including five lights concealed 
amidst the oak tree branches

• new exterior lights throughout



After: 

• The new deck required footings close to the roots of the mature oak tree. Out of concern for 
the health of the tree, a consulting arborist was engaged to advise which tree roots were safe 
to cut, and the footings were adjusted accordingly.

• The new deck discreetly conceals the complex footings underneath, while the hexagonal 
opening for the built-in bench allows for the future growth of the tree trunk.

• Construction took place during the first half of 2017, one of the wettest seasons Silicon Valley 
has seen in years. The crew had to battle torrential rains again and again, as the trenches dug 
for gas lines and electrical conduit filled with water, turning the job site into a virtual swamp.



PRODUCTS USED (OPTIONAL)

Meta Award winners may receive coverage in local as well as national publications as a result of the Association’s alliance with selected media 
sources.  In order to get coverage, we need to be able to provide these companies with information about the products you used in the 

project.  Please complete the following form listing the products you used in the project.  Include as many products as possible.  

Product Manufacturer Reason It Was Chosen

Teahouse East West Teahouse Aesthetics and 
function

Composite Decking 
(Finish: Lava Rock)

Trex Aesthetics, 
durability, warranty

Fire Pit Kit w/linear 
burner

Warming Trends High BTU capacity, 
quality burner, 
ability to customize

Professional Built-in 
36” Grill

LYNX Quality, style, high 
BTU capacity

Double burner LYNX Quality, style, 
matches the grill

Pre-cast concrete 
planters

Quick Crete 
Products (QCP)

Color, finish, style, 
lightweight

Etoile Exterior Light 
Fixtures

Arroyo Craftsman Quality, style, made 
in California


